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**CAREER COURSE DEP**  
(Enlisted Career Course Seminar)

**Course Number:** EPME6500AZ; TSC.

**Location:** Marinenet Server, US, Marine Corps University.

**Length:** 15 weeks (90 hours).

**Exhibit Dates:** 8/14–Present.

**Learning Outcomes:** Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to promote organizational values; analyze leadership responsibilities relating to development of subordinates as leaders; demonstrate critical thinking in ethical situations; apply cultural awareness to support planning processes; understanding how to communicate effectively; prepare formal and informal written correspondence; utilize principles of effective public speaking; and identify basic components of a well written essay.

**Instruction:** Methods of instruction include computer-based training and discussion. General course topics include leadership development, institutional expectations, reasoning, critical thinking, communication techniques, presentations, and essays.

**Methods of Assessment:** Methods of assessment include quizzes, written papers, performance rubrics (checklists), and seminar participation.

**Related Competencies:** *Business communications* topics include effective communication techniques, oral communications, persuasive essays, public speaking, thesis statements, and written communications. *Leadership and ethics* topics include coaching, cultural awareness, ethics, human behavior, individual power, leadership, leadership development, mentoring, situational power, and values systems.

**Credit Recommendation:** In the upper-division baccalaureate degree category, 3 semester hours in business communications and 3 in leadership and ethics (10/14)(12/14).
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